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WEINTRAUB TOBIN ANNOUNCES GARY ROTHSTEIN
TO JOIN SAN FRANCISCO OFFICE
San Francisco, California – July 10, 2014 – Weintraub Tobin, a business law and litigation firm, is pleased to
announce that Gary Rothstein has joined the San Francisco office.
Rothstein has extensive experience in trust, probate matters and estate planning. He handles complex estate planning for individuals and families, advising clients on advanced estate planning techniques, including
revocable and irrevocable trusts, life insurance trusts, family limited partnerships and charitable giving vehicles.
“Gary is an outstanding attorney with considerable experience in trusts and estates and we are thrilled to have
him join us,” says Kelly Dankbar, Chair of the Firm’s Trusts and Estates Group.
Rothstein’s practice over the last 20 years has included representation of corporate and individual fiduciaries and
beneficiaries in all areas of trust administration ranging from initial funding of trusts to representing clients in
Probate Court in connection with disputes between fiduciaries, beneficiaries and creditors.
“Gary is a talented attorney. He brings a wealth of knowledge to the firm’s growing trusts and estates practice. We
are proud and honored that an attorney of such high caliber would come and be a part of the team at Weintraub
Tobin,” says, Mike Kvarme, the firm’s Managing Shareholder.
“Weintraub Tobin is demonstrably committed to its Trusts and Estates practice throughout California. I am
delighted to be joining such a prestigious firm and talented group of Trusts and Estates attorneys,” says Rothstein.
About Weintraub Tobin Chediak Coleman Grodin Law Corporation
With offices in Sacramento, San Francisco, Beverly Hills and Newport Beach, the Weintraub Tobin Law
Corporation combines its shared vision and pledges to be an innovative provider of sophisticated legal services
to dynamic businesses and business owners, as well as non-profits and individuals with litigation and business
needs. The firm continues its long-time and strong support of the communities in which its attorneys live and
work. On the web at www.weintraub.com.
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